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Abstract 

An apparatus and a method for facilitating tape access from non-mainframe platform software applications to 
mainframe tape hardware are provided. A tape access request in a non-mainframe format from a non-mainframe 
application is mapped through an emulation layer to a neutral format request. The neutral format request is 
converted to an equivalent mainframe format command for accessing a mainframe tape device. 

 

1. Introduction 

Many large organizations (such as enterprises) today are concerned about protecting and backing up infoπnation 
across complex, heterogeneous computing networks. Typically, terabytes of data are dispersed across a variety of 
(often incompatible) computer systems that range from desktop personal computers to large mainframe computers. 
A large selection of tape application software are available for backup of data to tape media and managing data 
stored on the tape media. Tape applications typically are sophisticated, low-level programs that maintain low-level 
control of tape hardware devices. Jn many instances, low-level control (such as during backup of tape devices) in 
mixed platform environments can be difficult to achieve because of incompatibilities and performance issues with 
different tape technologies, such as mainframe and SCSI (Small Computer Serial Interface) tapetechnologies. 
Mainframe and SCSI tapes are traditionally very different in low-level operation,owing to the wide gap in 
capabilities between SCSI and mainframe (for example, ESCON, FICON, etc.) channel protocols. 

Tape applications in a mainframe environment generally require low-level, primitive control of tape devices using a 
much more intricate set of programming interfaces. For example, tape applications commonly control mounting and 
positioning of the physical tape, and are very careful to provide for the wide range of hardware status conditions that 
can affect reading or writing tape volumes. 

Frequently, large enterprises have major investments in tape technologies and expertise on mainframe computers. It 
has been difficult and inefficient to use conventional technologies to leverage mainframe tape technologies for 
backing up data from non-mainframe computing platforms. With the introduction of the Linux operating system on 
mainframe computers, the lack of integration has become even more apparent. 
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2. Concept 

The application provides an apparatus for facilitating tape access from non-mainframe platform software 
applications to mainframe tape hardware. In one embodiment, the apparatus includes an emulation layer and a tape 
request processing component. The emulation layer provides an interface to a non-mainframe application, and maps 
a tape access request in a non-mainframe format received through the interface to a neutral format. The tape request 
processing component receives the neutral format request from the client, and converts the neutral format request 
from the client to an equivalent mainframe format command for accessing a mainframe tape device. 

The application also provides a method for facilitating tape access from non-mainframe platform software 
applications to mainframe tape hardware. 

In one embodiment, the method includes mapping through an emulation layer a tape accessrequest in a non-
mainframe format from a non-mainframe application to a neutral format request, and converting the neutral format 
request to an equivalent mainframe format command for accessing a mainframe tape device. 

3. Utility 

Some tape applications may originally be designed for platforms on which non-mainframe format (such as SCSI) 
tape devices are the only available option. When the tape applications are used in a mainframe or mixed 
environment, a need to support new tape devices (locally and/or remotely) may arise and therefore it is desirable to 
provide the required device support without substantial changes to the tape application. 

A non-mainframe tape backup application in some instances may need to be adapted to communicate with a server 
on a mainframe in order to access mainframe tape devices, with the mainframe handling all tape input/output. 
However, substantial changes to the client side of the backup application are typically required, essentially inserting 
a whole new client-server layer. 

Another possibility is to require hardware compatible with mainframe tape devices on the client platform. Although 
mainframe-compatible hardware allows the client to directly operate the mainframe tape device, it leads to several 
restrictions, such as requiring expensive hardware that is not universally available on all platforms. In addition, 
mainframe-compatible hardware is not necessarily and is not automatically integrated with existing mainframe tape 
management software. Furthermore, addition of mainframe-compatible hardware does not provide scalability 
beyond a small number of systems, and may easily interfere with existing mainframe tape applications. 

This application provides tools (in the form of methods, apparatuses and systems)for facilitating tape access from 
non-mainframe platform tape application software to mainframe tape hardware. The tools may be embodied in one 
or more computer programs stored on a computer readable medium and/or transmitted via a computer network or 
other transmission medium. 

An apparatus for facilitating tape access from non-mainframe platform software applications to mainframe tape 
hardware, according to one embodiment, will be explained with reference to FIG. 1. Apparatus 10 includes an 
emulation layer 11 and a tape request processing component 12. The emulation layer 11 provides an interface to a 
non-mainframe application 18, and maps a tape access request in a non-mainframe format received through the 
interface to a neutral format. The tape request processing component 12 receives the neutral format request from the 
emulation layer 11, and converts the neutral format request from the emulation layer 11 to an equivalent mainframe 
format command for accessing a mainframe tape device 19. 

The emulation layer may be a plug-in component for the non-mainframe application which allows the non-
mainframe application to remain otherwise substantially unchanged. 
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According to another embodiment, the emulation layer is a client deployed on a non-mainframe platform, and the 
tape request processing component is provided as a service from a server when the neutral format request is 
transmitted to the server. The tape request processing component may be a multi-threaded mainframe application, 
and serve a plurality of clients. The emulation layer may emulate tape device conditions. The tape request 
processing component may transmit mainframe tape device status information to the emulation layer, and the 
emulation layer translates the mainframe tape device status information into non-mainframe format status messages. 

The mainframe format command may invoke a channel program for data transfers. The mainframe format command 
also may invoke an operating system control function. 

A method for facilitating tape access from non-mainframe platform software applications to mainframe tape 
hardware is also provided. In one embodiment (FIGS. 1 and 2), the method includes mapping through the emulation 
layer 11 a tape access request in a non-mainframe format from a non-mainframe application 18 to a neutral format 
request (step S21), and converting the neutral format request through the tape request processing component 12 to 
an equivalent mainframe format command for accessing a mainframe tape device 19 (step S23). 

The method may further comprise emulating tape hardware conditions in a non-mainframe format. According to 
another embodiment, the method may further comprise receiving mainframe tape device status information, and 
translating the mainframe format status information into a non-mainframe format status message. Also, the method 
may further comprise mapping mainframe format error condition information regarding the tape device to a non-
mainframe format status code. The tools of the present application allow enterprises to leverage existing mainframe 
tape technology with tape applications that are designed to support only non-mainframe tape devices, without 
substantial changes to the tape applications. Having the option to use such tape applications with mainframe tape 
devices provides advantages in terms of cost, scalability and overall performance, and results in better integration 
with existing mainframe tape management applications. 

A system for facilitating tape access from non-mainframe platform tape application software to mainframe tape 
hardware, according to a client-server paradigm, is described below with reference to FIG. 3. It should be 
understood, however, that the tools of (and the claims appended to) the present application are not limited to a 
client-server programing model, and may encompass peer-to-peer systems, message passing systems, as well as 
other programming models. 

In addition, although exemplary embodiments are described below with reference to SCSI requests, interfaces, etc., 
one skilled in the art should understand after reading thepresent application that the tools of the present application 
and the claims appended to theapplication encompass other non-mainframe formats. Similarly, although reference is 
made herein to specific IBM mainframe platforms and standard IBM mainframe formats, it should be apparent to 
one skilled in the art that other mainframe platforms and mainframe formats are within the scope of this application 
and the appended claims as well. 

4. Conclusion 

1. An apparatus for facilitating tape access from non-mainframe platform 
2. Software applications to mainframe tape hardware, comprising: an emulation layer adapted to provide an 

interface for a non-mainframe application   , and map a tape access request in a non-mainframe format 
received through the interface to a neutral format request; and a tape request processing component adapted 
to receive the neutral format request from the emulation layer, and convert the neutral format request to an 
equivalent mainframe format command for accessing a mainframe tape device. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 , wherein the emulation layer is a plug-in component for the non-mainframe 
application which allows the non-mainframe application to remain otherwise substantially unchanged. 
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4. The apparatus of claim 1 , wherein the emulation layer is a client deployed on a non-mainframeplatform, 
and the tape request processing component is provided as a service from a server when the neutral format 
request is transmitted to the server. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the tape request processing component is a multi-threaded mainframe 
application, and serves a plurality of clients. 

6. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the emulation layer emulates tape device conditions. 
7. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the tape request processing componenttransmits mainframe tape device 

status information to the emulation layer, and the emulation layer translates the mainframe tape device 
status information into non- mainframe format status messages. 

8. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the mainframe format command invokes a channel program for data 
transfers. 

9. The apparatus of claim 1 , wherein the mainframe format command invokes an operating system control 
function. 


